
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGENDA – May 3rd .   
New Mo’ Website  

Data Centers. 
Memo on Reporting Savings to Utilities. 
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Mo’.com 
ENTER A WORLD OF YOUR IMAGINATION! 

https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/research-archive/Pages/Momentum Savings.aspx
https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/research-archive/Pages/Momentum Savings.aspx


Data Centers 



Why should we  
  

CARE? 



 

 

405aMW 
7th Plan 2017 

  

Embedded Data Center Load 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7th plan economic potential, which includes only embedded data centers in the commercial sector.



 

 

55aMW 
Savings Target 

 

With no program in place to capture it 

7th Plan Potential, 2016-2021 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7th plan economic potential, which includes only embedded data centers in the commercial sector.



So what is a data center? 
 



Closets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<200 square feetSmall Offices – Dentists/Doctors, Offices with 5 people in them. Not sophisticated, but numerous in quantity.EmbeddedMeasured in CBSA



Server Room 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<500 sq ftOffices – think 10-50 people. Can be somewhat sophisticated. Very common. HVAC may or may NOT be customized to DC EmbeddedMeasured in CBSA



Localized Data Centers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<1000 sq ft�Larger data center, but one that is still on the customers property. Hospitals, universities, large office buildings (like BPA maybe).Security begins to become a concern of large importance. HVAC also becomes more complex – likely now a system just for the data center.EmbeddedMeasured in CBSA



Mid-Tier Data Centers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<5000 sq ft�Big data centers – stand alone in their own buildings.Measured in CBSA�Reliability is vital. Backup systems now exist (Uninterruptible Power Supplies, generators, battery packs, redundant systems, etc.)



Co-Location, ‘Colos’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are rentable data centers – where individual racks are leasable – notice the cage? Security.More of a market actor differentiation (think decision makers) and less about tech differentiation.



Enterprise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>5000 sq ft – largest is 1.1million sq ft.�Behemoths�Complex HVAC solutions�Low lighting, unnecessary accommodations for workersHigh Security and very secretive. Reliability is vital.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are like controlled labs – ultra clean environments. You need ear plugs to enter this one.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data farm HVAC room – wowza. 



What they all have in common 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1W = 3.412 BTU/hr



Priorities 
Security 
Reliability 

Efficiency 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data centers are hyper focused often on security, reliability, with energy issues not taking precedent, but we’ll discuss that a bit more later.



IT Equipment 
– Servers 
– Storage 
– Networking (communications) 

HVAC and Infrastructure 
– Cooling 
– Power management 

Computer Wattage      BTUs 
 



IT Equipment 
– Servers 
– Storage 
– Networking (communications) 

HVAC and Infrastructure 
– Cooling 
– Power management 

Computer Wattage      BTUs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ServersStorageNetworking



IT Equipment 
– Servers 
– Storage 
– Networking (communications) 

HVAC and Infrastructure 
– Cooling 
– Power management 

Computer Wattage      BTUs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some infrastructure is not unique to DCs-HVACSome of it is unique to IT-Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)-Power Distribution



IT Equipment 
– Servers 
– Storage 
– Networking (communications) 

HVAC and Infrastructure 
– Cooling 
– Power management 

Computer Wattage      BTUs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computers turn wattage into thermal heat – this is a law of physics. The infrastructure that supports the equipment exists to regulate the heat and maintain the electrical reliability/quality. 



IT and Infrastructure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly cover what is IT equipment and what is infrastructure.



Consumption Nationally  

Berkeley National Lab 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Includes all data center energy consumption



Data Centers in the PNW 
Enterprise   ??? 
Mid-Tier   500 
Localized   700  
Server Rooms  20,000  
Server Closet  16,233  

CBSA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CBSA has information on Mid-Tier and down (we think) but little concrete information is known about enterprise.�Enterprise are in the news, but their details are not always available for security/proprietary concerns.



Trend to Enterprise DCs 

Berkeley National Lab 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The market is shifting to hyper scale facilities – this is essentially the ‘cloud’ – but more laterNote: in all scenarios and in all DCs, computing efficiency is accelerating almost as fast as growth –except enterprise.



… just means using someone else’s computer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cloud migrationInstead of having a data center, use the services of an industrial scale facility to host your content (similar to Co-location).Huge question on Cloud importing v. exportingThis is exporting energy usage but putting it into another data center – where that data center is, we can’t always tell. But its an energy export – not an efficiency per se. Think NIMBY



Supply Chain 
Our understanding of the supply chain is pretty basic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Branded v. unbrandedOne report highlights the increase of sales that are unbranded, but fails to explain the broader implications of this trend



Supply Chain Market Actors 
– Manufacturers, VARs (Value Added Reseller), IT service 

providers, System integrators 
 

Data Center Actors 
– Facilities Manager, IT Manager, CFO 
– Good information on decision-making process at DC 

 

Market Actors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The report that these terms were drawn from does a poor job of defining them, or distinguishing them.There is a lot of information about how decisions are made at data centers, some of the problems and opportunities there. Much less info exists about the others.��ManufacturersVARs (Value Added Reseller),sell equipment, along with integration solutions to customers (full-project)IT service providersSystem integrators



Next Month  
EE in the DC 

 



Questions? 



Decision Memo 
Released 
 

 



RTF Market 
Analysis subcommittee 

 
 Email: RTFAdmin@NWCouncil.org  
 

mailto:RTFAdmin@NWCouncil.org


Efficiency   Exchange   May  9-10 



EFX 
 

Adapting Lighting Programs in a 
Changing Market  

 

DAY 1 - 5/9 @ 1:30pm  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lighting market is changing fast. LEDs are dropping in price and gaining market share. In 2015 approximately one-quarter of all general service bulbs sold in the Northwest were LEDs; and today a customer can buy a standard A19- 60 watt equivalent LED for $2. CFLs are being dropped from programs, major retailers such a Wal-Mart and removing CFLs from their shelves and manufacturers such as GE are halting CFL production. Additionally, EISA 2020 requires that all general service lamps must be at least 45 lumens per watt by January 1, 2020, effectively eliminating halogens from the market.  EISA 2020 also limits the number of exempted lamps dramatically.  This session will examine the role of lighting in energy-efficiency programs. Specifically, it will cover how the market is evolving, what changes we might expect in lighting standards and voluntary programs, and where programs can continue to impact the lighting market.



EFX 
 

Making it to the Big Leagues: How 
National Accounts Influence Efficiency 

 

DAY 2 - 5/10 @ 1:00pm 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National accounts—big chains and franchises—are different from other businesses, and that includes their approach to energy-efficiency. Their footprint is large, and often their decision to install efficient equipment impacts hundreds, if not thousands, of stores across the region and the country. They often leverage their purchasing power to negotiate pricing directly with manufacturers and sometimes even work with manufacturers to create new efficient products. In this session, our panelists will discuss how utility programs fit into this world of national accounts. Our speakers will share their stories from the field and ideas for how utilities and national accounts can shape the future of energy-efficiency in the Northwest.



Coming Soon! 
 

 

June 1st   
 Residential Lighting Brownbag 

 



THX! 
 

 

 
 

Thanks for coming! 
 

Join us next month – June 7th 
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